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	HEADLINE: Axenisation of the in vitro culture of LAS
	TITLE: In vitro culture of the fastidious bacteria Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus associated with Citrus Greening (Huanglongbing or HLB) Disease.
	DATE: 07/13/2011
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Culture, Molecular Biology, Koch's Postulates]
	ABSTRACT: The goal of this project is the in vitro culture of Ca. Liberibacter asiaticus (LAS) associated with the Citrus greening syndrome. The strategy consists of primo-cultures of the bacteria in insect cells cultures used as feeder cells. Co-culture and axenisationLAS/Drosophila co-cultures: LAS can be maintained in co-culture with drosophila cells but are quickly lost due to the high growth rate of drosophila cell lines used. We previously observed that sodium pyruvate and ethanol amine had a positive effect on LAS fitness and a negative effect on insect cells growth. We tested those additives on drosophila cells: sodium pyruvate, at the concentration tested, had a lethal effect on drosophila cells but ethanol amine had a less deleterious effect and we are currently monitoring this cell culture before inoculation with LAS. LAS/Aedes co-cultures:  Different co-cultures were continuously grown over several months with successive transfers. After successive dilutions we could get rid of the Aedes cells without losing the LAS detection. To verify that the culture was axenic, we checked if LAS was the only bacteria in our cultures. Other bacteria strains were found in co-culture with LAS (Delftia acidovorans, actinobacteria). Antibiotic selection was applied to get rid of the contaminants but resulted in the loss of the LAS signal as a consequence. Enforced antibiotic selection and additional sterilization steps were applied to the infected plant material surface for our new inoculations and the co-cultures are currently monitored.LAS/ Diaphorina citri co-cultures: Two Diaphorina citri cell lines from the Keyhani’s lab are now stably maintained. LAS was detected after 3 transfers but not more. D. citri cells are progressively adapted to an alternative medium that gave good results for LAS/ Aedes co-cultures.Medium improvement and LAS fitness:To improve LAS fitness in culture, we complemented the primo-cultures with various nutrients based on data from healthy and HLB infected Citrus phloem or on potential metabolic pathways deduced from the LAS genome sequence available. Several additives were selected that improved LAS growth in co-cultures. We did inoculations of LAS in medium with different combinations of those additives, with and without Aedes cells. LAS could be detected no more than 4 transfers in medium only but still much less than in conjunction with Aedes cells. A solid version of the medium was tested to try to isolate LAS clones with no success.Citrus inoculationThe very next step is to inoculate the cultured bacteria into healthy Citrus in order to verify its pathogenicity and re-isolate it (Koch's postulates). We set up a protocol of mechanical inoculation of healthy citrus and will test further the diffusion in the citrus phloem with a fluorescent dye. Another way to inoculate the pure LAS culture would be by acquisition through membrane by the insect vector and inoculation of healthy citrus via the infected insect. We are setting up experiments of acquisition through membranes. Our co-cultures conditions prove to be very reproducible in getting LAS in culture and our major line of improvement is to get no “contaminant” bacteria along with liberibacter. 
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